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The high Q2 events that were detected at HERA may support a
model of electro-strong interactions.
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1 Introduction
Evidence for a previously unobserved interaction was reported by the H1 and
ZEUS collaborations [1,2]. Positrons were observed to be scattered inelasti-
cally by protons at the HERA collider more frequently than predicted by the
standard model at momentum transfers Q2 > 104 (GeV/c)2. The result, if
not a statistical fluctuation, implies the existence of a new particle, such as a
‘lepto-quark’, or a new interaction with unusual properties. In the case of a new
interaction, it would be required to act between positrons and constituents of
the proton over a range . 10−18m, and to have strength intermediate between
that of electromagnetic and strong interactions. In this letter the results are
addressed in terms of a previously proposed model of electro-strong interac-
tions that included an interaction with these properties [3,4].
We note here that the HERA machine is presently being upgraded to enable
higher luminosities to be reached. Data collected in the next few years should
determine unequivocally if the results of [1,2] were caused by statistical fluctu-
ations, or new physics, or both [5]. In the meantime, the situation will remain
uncertain.
The aim of this letter is to clarify the situation in terms of the model of electro-
strong interactions [3,4] as far as possible. The theory is briefly reviewed in x2,
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and its implications for deep-inelastic electron-proton interactions are given
in x3. General discussion and concluding remarks are given in x4.
2 Theory of electro-strong interactions
The electro-strong model predates the standard model, yet it shares basic hy-
potheses with that model. These include the existence of hadron constituents
with dual charges, connement by a strongly coupled massless gauge eld,
charge neutrality of bound states, and the nuclear force being a residual eect
of the connement interaction [3,6]. In contrast to the standard model, how-
ever, the fundamental gauge of the electro-strong model was taken to be the
normal electromagnetic group, U(1). The hadronic constituents of the model
were assumed to be heavy and highly electrically charged, and termed ‘sub-
nucleons’ [4].
Four generations of subnucleons, that are not replications of one another, were
assumed to exist. Conservation laws of baryon number and strangeness, etc.,
were shown to follow from electric charge conservation. Weak interactions
were included, but only qualitatively. The presence of strong interactions in
the model has prevented the author from attempting detailed calculations.
The model is highly conjectural.
The model was formulated in an attempt to construct a theory free of the
renormalisation divergences and broken symmetries of conventional theory. It
has not been demonstrated by direct calculation that either of these goals
has been achieved. Nor is it known if they are achievable (see, for example,
[7{9]). The attempt followed here rests on the assumption that a physical
zero exists to the generalized Gell-Mann-Low function for the full theory with
weak, strong and electromagnetic interactions included [4].
3 Deep-inelastic electron-proton scattering at SLAC and HERA
energies, and beyond
A generalised Yukawa model of hadrons was proposed [4]. The nucleon, for
example, was envisaged as a bare, composite nucleon surrounded by a cloud of
composite, virtual pions, as shown schematically in the gure. The size of the
bare nucleon was conjectured to be  10−19m, much smaller than the extent
of the pion cloud  10−15m.
The model requires electrons to be scattered coherently by the bare nucleon
at SLAC energies, and that νW2  (Q2/2Mν)  f(Q2/2Mν), where f(x) is
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Fig. 1. Generalized Yuakawa model. The small circles represent tightly bound sub-
nucleons comprising the bare nucleon and virtual pions. The dashed line represents
the extent of the pion cloud. In e − p interactions at SLAC energies, the electron
is assumed to be scattered by the bare nucleon as a whole. At HERA energies, the
internal structure of the bare nucleon may be beginning to be resolved.
the probability that the bare nucleon has charge +e and fraction x of the total
nucleon mass. The recent observation of a high frequency of events with an
energetic forward neutron at HERA supports the concept of a pion cloud for
the nucleon [10,11]. Indeed, when shadowing and other eects are included,
these results suggest that a nucleon consists of a bare nucleon and a physically
isolated bare meson most of the time. Other recent observations support this
conclusion [12].
The generalised Yukawa model requires new phenomena to occur at energies
higher than those reached at SLAC. At momentum transfers sucient to re-
veal sub-structure in the bare nucleon, the electron-proton interaction should
change qualitatively. The scattering would be caused by individual subnucle-
ons, and the cross section would be determined by their high charges. This
seems consistent with the frequency of events reported at HERA with Q2 > 104
(GeV/c)2. If the HERA experiments are just entering the new regime, then
the data may be expected to exhibit complicated threshold eects. With the
scheme of weak interactions proposed in [4], the largest eects should occur
in neutral current interactions.
According to the above model, at Q2 >> (TeV/c)2, electron scattering should
become entirely incoherent, and the experimental eects of the high subnu-
cleonic charges should become unmistakable. This could be expected to occur
irrespective of whether or not connement actually occurs. This regime could
be approached at CERN by combining the LHC and LEP machines to form
a giant electron-proton collider. This would probably be the clearest way to
test the electro-strong model in the foreseeable future.
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4 Discussion and conclusions
The experimental results from HERA may be able to be understood in terms of
a previously proposed model of electro-strong interactions. Further data from
HERA will clarify the situation. The major eects should occur in neutral
current interactions according to the model. The eects should become larger
and clearer at higher energies. This prediction could be tested using the LEP
and LHC machines as a giant electron-proton collider.
The interpretation of the HERA data proposed here assumes that the quark
model of hadrons is a model only, and that quarks are not real particles. This
is not the rst time the suggestion has been made [13]. Neither are the HERA
data the rst to be problematical for the quark model. The spin of the pro-
ton, and the decay rates of the strange particles, for example, have long been
unexplained [14]. Conceptual problems, such as fractional charge and broken
symmetry, are also present. The interpretation of the HERA data proposed
here is conceptually similar to Rutherford’s interpretation of α particle scat-
tering. In both cases heavy, highly charged particles in the target are assumed
to cause back scattering.
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